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Figure 0: Solids X1, X2, X3, X4, and X5 (from left) were rendered with Blister in real-time directly from their CSG expressions. X3 has 48
CSG primitives. Its disjunctive form has over 30,000 products. X4 subtracts a bunny from the union of 3 other bunnies. X5 is transparent.
Abstract
By combining depth-peeling with a linear formulation of a
Boolean expression called Blist, the Blister algorithm renders an
arbitrary CSG model of n primitives in at most k steps, where k is
the number of depth-layers in the arrangement of the primitives.
Each step starts by rendering each primitive to produce candidate
surfels on the next depth-layer. Then, it renders the primitives
again, one at a time, to classify the candidate surfels against the
primitive and to evaluate the Boolean expression directly on the
GPU. Since Blist does not expand the CSG expression into a
disjunctive (sum-of-products) form, Blister has O(kn) time
complexity. We explain the Blist formulation while providing
algorithms for CSG-to-Blist conversion and Blist-based parallel
surfel classification. We report real-time performance for nontrivial CSG models. On hardware with an 8-bit stencil buffer, we
can render all possible CSG expressions with 3909 primitives.

Figure 1: Boolean combinations of a red block A with a blue
cylinder B: union A∪B, intersection A∩B, and difference A–B.
A CSG expression describes a tree, in which leaves represent
primitives and nodes represent Boolean operators (Fig. 2). For
simplicity, we assume that parent-nodes with more than two
children have been expanded into a binary tree.
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Introduction

Designers of manufactured products and processes or of
videogame environments use CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry)
[Requicha 1980; Hoffmann 1989] for specifying solid models as
Boolean combinations (Fig. 1) of primitives. CSG expressions can
be converted to a polygonal mesh through boundary evaluation,
but conversion algorithms remain too slow for real-time graphic
[Requicha and Voelcker 1985; Tawfik 1991; Keyser et al. 2002,
Banerjee et al. 1993]. Consequently, many algorithms exist for
rendering images of a CSG solid from a specific viewpoint
without explicit calculation of the boundary.

Figure 2: A CSG solid (left) and its CSG tree (right).
Because industrial and architectural CAD models may contain
hundreds or even thousands of primitives, there is a need for
improving the space-and-time complexity of CSG-rendering
algorithms. Most previously proposed hardware-assisted
algorithms expand the CSG expression into a sum-of-products
(disjunctive form) [Epstein et al. 1989; Rossignac 1994;
Goldfeather et al. 1986; Goldfeather et al. 1989]. This form often
contains an exponential number of products, hence drastically
reducing performance for complex CSG models. Other algorithms
partially evaluate the model [Rappoport and Spitz 1997] or
require expensive custom hardware [Ellis et al. 1991].
The method introduced here converts an arbitrary Boolean
combination of primitives into its Blist form [Rossignac 1999]—a
list of the original primitives, each represented only once. Our
Blister algorithm, which stands for Blist-Expression Renderer,
uses the Blist formulation to render the corresponding solid on
commodity graphics hardware.
With only trivial pre-computation, Blister renders CSG models of
20 primitives at 11 frames per second on a nVidia GeForce 6800
adapter, and models with 48 primitives at 2 frames per second.
With only 8 available stencil planes, we can guarantee support for
all CSG expressions with less than 3909 primitives, while usually

1992], or (3) the contribution of each layer [Goldfeather et al.
1986].
Step 2 may be implemented by storing in system memory the list
of all surfels on the primitives, followed by classifying them in
order against the primitives of the CSG tree and combining the
results of this classification in software. This procedure was the
essence of the early approach of Rossignac and Requicha [1986].
Jansen [1986] proposed a hardware implementation of the
classification for Pixel Planes that would store surfel-primitive
classification results as stencil bits for each pixel and then perform
parallel logical combinations on these bits according to the CSG
expression. For Boolean operations on sculptured primitives,
Adams and Dutré [2003] use an oversampled surfel
approximation of each solid: the surfels of one argument are
tested against an octree representation of the other and vice versa.
Instead of surfels, the idea may be applied to interior samples
using 3D textures [Chen and Fang 1999; Fang and Liao 2000,
Liao and Fang 2002]. These approaches are particularly attractive
for interactively viewing constant CSG scenes, since they precompute surfel classifications. While faster than boundary
evaluation, the cost of surfel classification for complex CSG
expressions may limit the applicability of these approaches to
simple CSG models.

time performing classification. Through simple graph rewriting,
Rappoport and Spitz [1997] convert the CSG expression into a
CDA (Convex Difference Aggregate). This CDA is the union of
products, each being the difference between a convex polyhedron
P and the union of convex polyhedral holes contained in P. They
also pre-compute the intersections of all pairs of convex
polyhedral holes in a product using QuickHull [Barber at al.
1993]. Finally, Kelley et al. [1994] designed custom graphics
hardware to render small CSG expressions at interactive framerates while supporting transparency.
Blister avoids the need for converting the CSG model into a
disjunctive or CDA form and does not require storing the results
of multiple surfel/primitive classifications at each pixel. It peels
the entire arrangement of primitives in depth order. Each peel is
classified according to its CSG expression and then combined.
This operation is shown in Fig. 7. The classification step is made
possible through the novel Blist formulation. Peeling stops when
all pixels are behind a successfully classified completely opaque
surfel or fall outside a pre-computed superset of the CSG solid.
For a scene with k depth layers and n primitives, Blister runs in
O(kn) time.

Accuracy and performance may be increased if, instead of storing
a sampling of surfels, the surfels are recomputed for each frame
by rasterization at the desired resolution and then classified using
graphics hardware. Hence, we will now review Step 2 approaches
implemented by first rasterizing the primitives and storing a layer
of surfels in a temporary color and z-buffer. To classify the surfels
of a layer, each primitive is rasterized while toggling a parity bit
at each pixel where the primitive’s boundary occludes the
corresponding surfel, as used in [Rossignac et al. 1992]. The value
of the parity bit indicates whether the pixel lies inside or outside
of the primitive (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: The surfels on the green layer are tested against the grey
primitive P (left). Portions of P in front of the green layer (center)
toggle the parity bits of the pixels they cover. Layer surfels with
odd parity are inside P (right).
These surfel/primitive classification results must be merged
according to the CSG expression. To avoid the need of
implementing a stack for each pixel [Jansen 1986], the CSG
expression is often converted into a disjunctive form [Goldfeather
et al. 1986; Epstein et al. 1989]. Classifying these surfels of a
layer against the product of the disjunctive form requires a single
bit of the stencil for a parity test on that surfel. Another bit records
the combined outcome of the classification against all previously
scanned primitives in a product. If the surfel is found to be outside
of a positive primitive or inside a complemented primitive, that
surfel is outside of the product.
Several variations have been proposed to accelerate the rendering
of a product for the general case [Guha et al. 2003, Stewart et al.
1998; Erhart and Tobler 2000], for the case where all primitives
are convex [Jansen 1986; Stewart et al. 2000; Stewart et al. 2002],
and for products with small overlap graph subtraction sequences
[Stewart 2003]. The Trickle algorithm [Epstein et al. 1996] peels
the layers of a general product in depth order, while at the same

Figure 7: In the first row, object X1 from Fig. 0 is decomposed
into 4 layers. The second shows the surfels that pass the Blist
evaluation, and the third row shows the combined final image.
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Blist

To understand Blist, assume that we are going to classify a surfel
s at a particular pixel p against a CSG expression Y, which is in
positive-form. Also, assume that s is not on the boundary of any
primitive. We will later remove this restriction.
Note that surfels of the same layer at other pixels will be classified
in parallel against Y. We rasterize the primitives in the order (A,
B, C… N) of the CSG expression Y to determine (by counting
parity as detailed below) whether s lies inside or outside each
primitive. After testing s against a primitive, we update the status
of s (stored in the stencil bits at the corresponding pixel) to reflect
what we have learned about the classification of s against Y thus
far. Once all the primitives have been scanned, the status of s will
indicate whether it lies inside or outside of Y. The rest of this
section discusses what we store as status for each pixel and how
many bits are required to keep track of the status at each pixel.

3.1

Blist Fundamentals

Consider that surfel s has been classified with respect to the left
most node P of the simple CSG expression P∗N, where ∗ is either
an intersection or union operator and where N is either a primitive
or a sub-expression. We can replace P with T (True) if s is in P or
with F (False) otherwise. Now we can simplify the expression.
We have 4 cases, depending whether P is T or F and whether ∗ is
∪ or ∩. The simplification rules are: T∩N⇒N, F∪N⇒N,
F∩N⇒F, and T∪N⇒T.
Assume now that P is the left-most primitive in a positive form
expression Y and that Q is the next primitive in Y. P and Q may
be the two arguments of the same operator, as in Y=(PQ∪C)D,
where N is Q. However, Q may also be the left most node of a
sub-expression N that is the right sibling of P, as in Y=(P∪QC)D,
where N is QC.
When one of the first two simplification rules is applied
(T∩N⇒N or F∪N⇒N), Q becomes the left-most symbol of the
simplified version of Y. Hence, surfel s must next be classified
against Q. However, when one of the last two simplification rules
are performed (F∩N⇒F or T∪N⇒T), the left most symbol of the
simplified Y expression is the constant T or F and further
simplification is possible. Consequently, Q and possibly
subsequent primitives could be skipped because they will not
affect the classification of s.
If we were classifying a single surfel against Y, we could easily
track which primitives need to be skipped, by either performing
the tree simplifications discussed above or by implementing a
recursive evaluation as follows:
proc eval(N,s) {
if is_primitive(N)
then return point_in_primitive(N,s)
else if is_union(N)
then if eval(N.left_child,s)
then return(T)
else return(eval(N.right_child,s))
else if eval(N.left_child,s)
then return(eval(N.right_child,s)) else return(F)}
Note that point_in_primitive(N,s) returns True if s is in N and
False otherwise.
For negative primitives, the result is
complemented.
Surfels at different pixels may have different classifications with
respect to the various primitives, entailing different paths though
this recursion. So, the individual status temporarily stored at each
pixel must suffice to indicate the next step through this path.
Note that the eval procedure visits the leaves of the CSG tree in
left-to-right order, possibly skipping some of them. The Blist
approach is based on the realization that it is sufficient to store, at
each pixel, the ID of the next primitive that cannot be skipped
when classifying the corresponding surfel s. We will refer to the
primitive being rasterized as the current primitive and to the
primitive whose ID is stored at the pixel p of s as the active
primitive. Hence, from the perspective of a single pixel p, skipped
primitives are never active. Parity testing against an inactive
primitive will not affect the status of p while parity testing against
an active primitive will replace the status of p with the ID of the
next active primitive for p or by an ID that represents the final
result, in or out.
The concept of tree simplification is used below to explain which
primitives become active. Consider Y=(ABC∪D)(E’F’∪G’). The
first primitive, A, is active by default. If when rasterizing A, we

discover that s is inside A, then A can be replaced by T and the
expression becomes (BC∪D)(E’F’∪G’). Hence, the next active
primitive for s is B and its ID will be stored as status at p. If,
however, s is not in A, then the expression becomes D(E’F’∪G’)
and the ID of next active primitive, D, is stored in p. B and C still
perform parity testing because they may be active for other pixels,
but the parity results they yield is discarded for p.
To illustrate the consecutive stages of the classification, we use
the term PET(P) (Partially Evaluated Tree of primitive P) to
denote the state of the simplified tree when an active primitive P
becomes current. Note that PET(A) is by default the original
expression, (ABC∪D)(E’F’∪G’). We are interested in PET(B)
only when B is active. Since B would be skipped if A was
replaced by False, we can assume that A was True (i.e. s was in
A) and that PET(B) was produced by simplifying
(TBC∪D)(E’F’∪G’), which yields (BC∪D)(E’F’∪G’). The PETs
for all of the primitives in (ABC∪D)(E’F’∪G’) are shown in
Table 1.
Furthermore, note that if primitive P is active for s when it
becomes current, then depending on whether the classification of s
against P returns T or F, the next active primitive for s will either
be the primitive corresponding to the next symbol in the CSG
expression or one farther along the list. When it is the next
primitive, we store in the status of p the ID of that primitive.
Otherwise, we store the ID of the left-most primitive of the
simplified version of PET(P), with the exception that if the tree
degenerates to T or F, we store the ID assigned to in our out
respectively. We will explain later how to avoid having to treat
these situations as special cases. We call the resulting content of
the status of p “the match of P” and denote it match(P). Note that
there is only one match for each primitive (bold letter in Table 1).
Furthermore, note that match(P) may appear in either the third
column or fourth column of Table 1.
P PET(P)
PET(P) if P=T
PET(P) if P=F
A (ABC∪D)(E’F’∪G’)
(BC∪D)(E’F’∪G’) D(E’F’∪G’)
B (BC∪D)(E’F’∪G’)
(C∪D)(E’F’∪G’)
D(E’F’∪G’)
C (C∪D) (E’F’∪G’)
E’F’∪G’
D(E’F’∪G’)
D D(E’F’∪G’)
E’F’∪G’
Out
E’ E’F’∪G’
G’
F’∪G’
F’ F’∪G’
G’
In
G’ G’
In
Out
Table 1: Column 2 shows the PET(P) of each primitive P. Column
3 shows what this PET would simplify to if s were in P. A bold
symbol identifies match(P).
P
A
B
C
D
E’
F’
G’

PET(P)
match(P)
flip(P)
D
(ABC∪D)(E’F’∪G’)
false
D
(BC∪D)(E’F’∪G’)
false
E’
(C∪D)(E’F’∪G’)
true
D(E’F’∪G’)
out
false
G’
E’F’∪G’
false
F’∪G’
In
true
G’
In
true
Table 2: For each primitive P (column 1) we show its PET
(column 2), its match (column 3) and its flip (column 4).

We have shown that one can associate with each primitive P of a
positive CSG expression a unique ID called match(P), which may
be the ID of a primitive or a special symbol for next, in, or out.
Furthermore, we associate with each primitive P a binary flag,
flip(P), indicating whether match(P) should be stored at the pixel
when s is in P (third column in Table 1) or when s is out of P (4th

column). Specifically, when point_in_primitive(P,s)=flip(P), we
store match(P) at the pixel of s. Otherwise, we store next. The
values of match(P) and flip(P) are shown in Table 2 for our
example case.

3.2

CSG to Blist Conversion

The above process allows us to represent an arbitrary Boolean
expression as a Blist (list of modules), associated bijectively with
the consecutive variables as they appear in the Boolean expression
(Fig. 8). In the module m associated with the variable P, we store
the name m.name, which is P, m.match, which is match(P), and
m.flip, which is flip(P).
When evaluating the expression, we start by sending the default
status, next, to the first module. Each module m has two inputs.
These inputs are the status received from the previous module in
the list and a Boolean value, m.value, which in our case represents
the classification of s against primitive m.name.
When status≠m.name, the module simply passes status to the next
module. If status=m.name, the output of m is based on the
following algorithm:
if status=m.name then
if m.value=m.flip then status:=m.match else status:=next;

The match is the left-most leaf of the right-subtree of S. The
matches for the primitives in our example are shown in Fig. 9.
To avoid special cases for the end-conditions, we imbed Y in
(Y∪out)∩in), with in returning True and out returning False.

3.3

Storage reduction of status information

So far, we have implied that we will store the names of the
primitives or one of the two other values (in, out) in the status of a
pixel. We could do this using log2(n+2) stencil bits, where n is
the number of primitives in the CSG expression. We explain
below how to further reduce this storage cost.
Our approach is based on the observation that we can rename
primitives in order to reuse IDs. As we compute the match values
for all primitives, we maintain a list of free positive integers and
use the lowest one available.
When we arrive at a given primitive M with M.id, we can free
M.id and allow a subsequent primitive to use it. The following
greedy algorithm creates a minimized set of IDs.
Initialize every node to name –1.
For each node m
Unlock(m.id )
if m.next.id = –1 then m.next.id:=LockLowestId()
if m.match.id = –1 then m.match.id:=LockLowestId()
The result, for our example, is demonstrated in Fig. 10.

Figure 8. For each module, m, we show m.name. The arrow from
the upper square points to the next active module for cases when
m.value is True; the downward arrow for cases when m.value is
False. When m.flip is True, the upward arrow points to the next
module.
Note that this solution departs significantly from previously
reported efforts to linearize Boolean expressions [Kohavi 1986],
because the status is not a Boolean value or set of Boolean values,
but the address (or ID) of a single primitive.
When applying this concept to the GPU-based rendering of CSG
models, we need to distinguish between complemented (negative)
primitives, the interior of which is unbounded, from the noncomplemented (positive) primitives. Hence, with each module, we
also store a flag m.complemented, which is set for negative
primitives.
It should be clear from the above discussion that the match and
flip of a primitive P could be computed through the iterative
simplification of the CSG expression. Instead, we have chosen to
implement them using the following recursive algorithm:
Q := P;
while Q ≠ Q.parent.leftChild do Q:=Q.parent;
op:=Q.parent.operator;
if op==“∩” then flip := false else flip:=true;
Q:=Q.parent;
WHILE (Q≠Q.parent.leftChild)
OR (Q.parent.operator=op) DO Q:=Q.parent;
Q:=Q.parent.rightChild;
WHILE Q.type≠ eaf DO Q:=Q.leftChild;
match:= Q.name;
In the first two lines, we walk up the tree until the current node Q
is the left child of some node R. The operator op of R is
remembered and used to set flip. Note that for negative primitives,
we reverse flip, as discussed earlier. We continue walking up until
we reach, from the left, a node S with an operator that is not op.

Figure 9: The green arcs show matches for primitives without flip.
The red arcs show matches of flipped primitives.

Figure 10: The corresponding IDs for each node.
Let path be the set of nodes traversed when walking from the root
R to a leaf representing the current primitive Q. A walk between a
previously visited primitive to its not yet visited match must reach
path from a left child of a node in path and must leave path to a
right child of a node in path. If two walks overlap along path, they
have the same match. Hence, the number of ID’s still in use when
Q is reached cannot exceed the number of zigzags in path, which
is bounded by half the height h of the tree plus one. For a tree with
n leaves, the worst-case scenario is illustrated on Fig. 11 (left),
where the number of IDs needed is N/2+1.
However, we can rearrange the tree to make it left-heavy (Fig. 11
right). This may be done through a recursive traversal, during

which, at each node, we recursively swap children when
necessary such that the left sub-tree of any parent is deeper than
the right-sub-tree. This rearrangement removes unnecessary
zigzags.
The tree on the left of Fig. 11 may already be left-heavy if D, F,
and H are not leaves but sub-trees of height 2, 4 and 6
respectively. Hence, the minimum number n of leaves in such a
tree is 21. More generally, the minimum number n of leaves in a
tree that requires x IDs is 3+(2+4+6+…+x), which yields
N=x(x+1)+3. Contemporary graphics adapters offer 8-bit stencil
buffers, but two of these are needed for other purposes. Thus, we
can offer x=26=64 different IDs. Considering that in and out have
their own IDs, we can guarantee support of all CSG expressions
with up to 62*63+3=3909 primitives. Because contrived worstcase arrangements are rare, most trees with a significantly larger
number of primitives will still work with 6 available stencil bits.

two children; and a “∩” node returns the smallest of its children’s
collections. Note that we could also use s-bounds [Cameron 1992]
instead of the primitives to compute such a container. Observe
that no pixel that falls outside of R can contribute to our scene.
Thus, we initialize our first layer of ZSCS to the front-most layer
of R, and ZB to the back-most layer. We then classify every pixel
in ZSCS as in or out and advance on to the next peel.
For each subsequent peel, we render each primitive while
discarding any pixels that are in front of ZS or behind ZB. Since
ZS and ZB are initialized to the furthest and closest layers of R, we
only evaluate the subset of Q that is inside R. We also discard
pixels for which CF has already stored a completely opaque pixel,
since any pixel that is behind a completely opaque pixel will not
be visible. The steps for discarding these pixels are performed in a
pixel shader. The standard Z-buffer test yields the front-most set
of surfels, which constitute the next layer. We replace ZS with the
new layer and continue extracting, classifying, and merging
surfels until ZS falls entirely behind ZB. These added earlyrejection steps provide significant performance gains.

4.2

Figure 11: The original tree (left) requires 5 IDs. Rearranging it
into a left-heavy tree requires only 2 IDs. Note that a list, such as
the right tree, requires only 2 IDs, regardless of its length.

4

Blister

We assume that a Blist formulation has been calculated as
explained in the previous section. To render the corresponding
CSG object, Blister processes one depth-layer at a time obtained
using a variation of the Depth Interval Buffer. Assume that the
results of peeling and processing previous layers are stored in
buffer ZSCS, which contains both the z values in ZS and the color
values in CS. We also store a color buffer C F with no associated
depth buffer that holds the final image. A buffer ZB stores an
auxiliary depth used to reduce the total number of layers.

4.1

Layer Extraction and Composition

For the current layer, we rasterize all the primitives, perform a
parity test for each, and use the Blist logic to update the status at
each pixel. Surfels of the new layer that pass the test are merged
into CF. This process is illustrated in Fig. 7.
To create ZB, consider that the current primitive Q is active for a
pixel p that is not covered by the projection of Q on the screen.
We make the observation that we need only visit the pixels
covered by the active zone Z(Q) of Q [Rossignac and Voelcker
1988], which is the region where the shape of Q matters. Because
Z(Q) is expensive to calculate, we use a superset. We select a
subset R of the original primitives whose union is guaranteed to
contain the entire CSG solid. We compute R by observing that
A–B⊂A, A∩B⊂A, and A∩B⊂B. Hence, we traverse the original
CSG tree (before it was converted to positive form) and collect
lists of primitives up the tree. A “–” node returns the collection of
its left child; a “∪” node returns the union of the collections of its

Layer Classification

To evaluate the pixels in ZSCS, we divide the stencil buffer into a
one bit parity mask for parity testing, a six bit state mask for
storing that tag needed in Blist evaluation, and a one bit utility
mask for stencil value switching. We initialize the state mask to
the first element in the Blist. For each primitive, we perform a
parity test against ZSCS, storing the result in the parity mask. For
a pixel p testing against that primitive in the Blist, we set the state
at p to PIN if we are inside and to POUT if outside, assuming that P
is active for that pixel. We have implemented this step using the
following three operations:
1. Set utility to 0
2. If state = P and parity = 1, then set utility to 1
3. If utility = 1, then set state to PIN
We then perform the process again for POUT when parity=0.
Eventually, the state for every pixel of ZSCS will be in or out, and
we merge the in pixels into CF.

4.3

On/on cases

So far, we have assumed that each surfel lies either inside a
primitive or outside of it. Unfortunately, surfels of a primitive Q
lie on the boundary of Q. Furthermore, they may also lie on other
primitives that share portions of their boundary with Q. Rossignac
and Requicha [1986] and Rossignac and Wu [1992] have solved
this problem by classifying a surfel s’ slightly behind surfel s.
This offset technique is trivial to implement using a slight
perturbation of the perspective matrix or polygon offset. When the
candidate surfel s’ is tested against the primitive that contains s,
rasterizing the primitive at s will add one extra inversion to the
parity checking, which provides the correct results. The drawback
lies in the fact that surfels near sharp silhouette edges, surfels on
walls thinner than a z-buffer resolution may be misclassified.
We have replaced this depth-offset heuristic with a new
classification that produces correct results, given the quantized
depth information at each pixel. In that sense, it is consistent with
the definition of the boundary of the regularized version of the
CSG solid [Tilove 1980, Requicha and Voelcker 1982] after
quantization.
To support our new approach, we alter the parity test to invert its
state if the rasterized point p behind or at the same depth as our
surfel, s (Fig. 12). Toggling parity when p lies exactly on s causes
the same parity inversion as testing p against s’.

As noted by Everitt [2002], to render a transparent model, layers
must be shaded in depth order. Blister extracts surfels from the
CSG in depth order, and thus is trivially extended to support
transparency (as illustrated in the last image of Fig. 0).

Figure 12: When rasterizing front-faces of positive primitives and
back-faces of negative primitives, p0, p1, and p2, toggle the parity
bit when the rasterized surface coincides with the candidate surfel.

Rendering shadows directly from CSG required modifying the
original depth peeling algorithm the correct distances are stored in
the z-buffer. Instead of clearing the z-buffer before every peel, we
render a quad over the screen and clear the z-buffer only at pixels
which do not have a completely opaque surfel. Consequently, the
Z-buffer stores the correct depth for each pixel and hence may be
trivially extended to support techniques such as shadow mapping.

Blister correctly classifies surfels based on their depth and hence
produces the correct depth map for the CSG solid. However, it
does not differentiate between two surfels that project onto the
same pixel and happen to have the same quantized depth, because
both are tested against the same Blist expression. Consequently,
when these surfels have different colors or normals, the first one
encountered by Blister will be used. When each one of the two
surfels lies within the active zone [Rossignac and Voelcker 1988]
of the corresponding primitive, the color of that point is
ambiguous and hence it is correct to use either one. However,
when one of the surfels lies outside of the active zone of its
primitive, that surfel may be rendered with the wrong color or
wrong normal. Therefore, instead of classifying all the surfels
against the same Blist expression of the CSG model, one may
chose a slower variation of Blister that classifies surfels against
the Blist of the active zone of its source primitive as suggested by
Rossignac [1994]. The visible surfels of the active portion of each
primitive would be merged using their depth into the final picture.

5

Results, Implementation, and Extensions

We demonstrate performance on Widget, Complex, Gear, and
Bunny (CSG models X1, X2, X3, and X4 in Fig. 0 respectively)
and on Bunny2 obtained from Bunny through subdivision. Table 3
shows: the number n of primitives, the number p of products after
pruning, the number k of peels (averaged for various directions),
the number kf of peels after pruning unnecessary pixels, the time
T needed to render the model when all k peels are rendered, and
the time T f when we only use kf peels. Timings are in
milliseconds on the NVIDIA BFG GeForce 6800 OC card.
Widget
Bunny
Bunny2
Complex
Gear

n
p
k
kf
T
Tf
4
1 4.00 3.85
17
18
4
3 9.13 6.81
405
325
4
3 9.09 6.77 1.5s 1.2s
20
48 14.1 9.17
139
93
48 31104 36.4 25.6
636
460
Table 3: Results with all times in milliseconds.

Tf/Nkf
1.17
11.9
44.3
0.51
0.37

As the number of primitives in an object becomes large, the total
rendering time becomes proportional to Nkf, which is far better
than the exponential time needed for algorithms based on the
disjunctive form of the CSG expressions. The Bunny and Bunny2
models have 574,848 and 2,299,392 triangles respectively. For
these two models, the bottleneck is vertex processing, and we
verify that increasing the tessellation proportionally increases
rendering time. The difference between T and Tf shows the
effectiveness of removing unnecessary pixels from ZSCS. In
general, about half of the time is spent peeling, whereas the other
half of the time in Blister is spent in the evaluation of the
candidate surfels.

Figure 13: A CSG object with shadow mapping.
In the worst case, when k, the depth complexity of the
arrangement of primitives, is a linear function of n, Blister has
O(n2) time complexity. Note however that such extreme
situations are rare. For example, the depth complexity of a city
with n buildings would be a constant for aerial views and would
grow as √n for horizontal views. Similarly, the depth complexity
of a CSG model made by subtracting n randomly spaced small
balls from a block would grow as the cubic root of n. In most
cases, k is a sub-linear function of n.
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Conclusion

We have introduced the new Blist representation for CSG
expressions. We have proposed the Blister algorithm, which
allows complex CSG expressions, represented in Blist form, to be
rendered on inexpensive graphics hardware in real-time. Blister
may be used to support transparency and shadow mapping
directly from CSG.
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